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This publication is included on the ANCC: American Nurses Credentialing CenterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

reference list. With an engaging conversational style, The Psychiatric Interview, focuses on the

practical skills psychiatrists need to conduct effective psychiatric interviews.Ã‚Â  The book begins

with the general principles essential to effective interviewing , and guides readers through a range of

issues, including the seductive patient, the malingerer, borderline personalities, and others. The new

edition includes information on interviews to help readers complete important rating scales and also

provides practical tips on working with electronic medical records in the setting of a psychiatric

interview.
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"I found this book to be user friendly and quite practical. Handy mnemonics appear throughout the

book to help readers recall essential concepts, and the author goes to great lengths to tailor

information to his audience so that it is not overwhelming. Case examples are productive, and

though some detail is omitted for the sake of brevity, they remain effective in highlighting important

components. Overall, this is a book I will recommend to those who are new to the

field."Ã‚Â -----------------------------------------------------------Ã‚Â Weighted Numerical Score: 83 - 3

Stars-Doody Enterprises, Inc. (March 2012)Ã‚Â - Steven T. Herron, MD(University of Arizona

Health Sciences Center)This publication is included on the ANCC: American Nurses Credentialing



CenterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s reference list.

I'm a 4th year med student who bought this book to assist with audition rotations. At least in my

case, I didn't feel like my 3rd year clerkship did a very good job teaching me not just what

information to get, but how to get it. This is a great resource - easy to read, has great little tips, and

helps with some of the "special situations" (like how to ask psychiatric questions with kids). I feel like

it has definitely improved my information-gathering skills.

simplifies the disorders and gives great tips and suggestions for the interview

Really helped with my interviewing skills as an intern, and loved how he had a section on anxiety

and obsessions because those were my weak spots. I also like how it gave tips, and alternative

questions if you weren't eliciting any answers from the basic questions. Great for an intern.

A solid, reliable, although neither perfect nor exhaustive, tour through the psychiatric interview. Well

worth the read for registrars/residents in psychiatry.

as a seasoned clinician I would recommend this book to any psychologist, social worker or

therapist. When one works in a fast pace like a psych emergency room this book does comes

handy.

This is a great book. I used it when I was in residency. I am now a practicing psychiatrist. I can still,

even to this day, see how this book has shaped my clinical interviewing in a positive way. It is

practical, it takes the theory and gives you examples of how to phrase things. It has mneumonics

that help you remember all of the different parts of the interview. it enables you to do a pretty

complete diagnositic interview when you need to. I remember getting compliments from my

supervisors after they observed my interview when I started using these methods. It is a great book

to get when you are wondering about how to get started when you first begin conducting interviews.

Arrived timely. Good condition. Well written. Only negative, it is out dated as it makes reference to

DSM IV and not the latest DSM V.

very informative book.
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